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Overall score



Mention two aspects that you foundMention two aspects that you found
interesting about the school / theinteresting about the school / the
education system / the school lifeeducation system / the school life

The warm atmosphere and the
facilities

1. Students call their teachers by their names
2. Grading system and exams are totally different

than in Poland

the class, the garden

friendly students-teachers relationships;
relaxed atmosphere at school

It had a lot of facilities
and it was big

The aspect of the school and the
friendly people

 
Spanish students graduate from secondary schools earlier
than in my country; they have very good relationship with

their teachers

 
The classrooms were well furnished, the

students were very active, outgoing and friendly

The school life
 

the school was very beautiful and
big. the students of the school

were very friendly

La Sagrada Familia
Hospital Sant Pau

friendly atmosphere 
in school

1. The school yard
2. The classrooms



People spending breaks (mostly) actively on the outside of the school
main building.

Different ways of learning stuff and subjects (technology room and
library was kinda cool)

there's nothing I find
interestingeverything in school was great i

like that it has a large field and
the place where we make

presentations

How the school classes are
organized, the relationships

between teachers and students.

I liked that you had a great
school and your library.

 

1. In Spanish school there is more
emphasis on hands-on activities

2. Students refer to teachers by first
name

the IT classroom, student-teacher
relationship

Students call their teachers by their
names and there is an casual
realtionship between them. 

Spanish students can spend breaks
on the fresh air.

I was impressed of the bond students and teachers
have, they are really close and I feel like the

learning process goes better this way. Also, the
time everyone spends outside playing sports

amazes me.

their way of treatin to their student were too
different from us but ı saw that this way

makes students releived so they can describe
themselves/issues/problems easierly

 

technical classes, a lot of
time spend outside on the

school grounds

The life of students
in school

timetable, sports



There was a close relationship between students and
teachers; the spanish project team wich is very
conected; the climath in school is very friendly.

The convenient laboratories/
the beautiful grass surface

in the yard.

The communication between
the teachers and the students.

spanish school have a large break into the
middle of the day and the door locks during

the school hours

Two things that I liked about
the school was that it had

leaflets about feminism and
fountains to fill your bottles.

 
the school has so much

electronic devices like laptop etc.
and school's garden was so green

and big

The students were very engaged with each
other and had time to play sports and

hangout around the school grounds, which
was nice to see. The bilingual aspect of the

school was also very impressive

I would like to have a tablet as
an auxiliary resource in our

school.

I liked the architecture of
the school and the teachers

were very friendly

-anyone can wear whatever that want
- the school is always open for

afternoon activities

You can choice the subject
to study, there is no school

on saturday



Mention at least two aspects thatMention at least two aspects that
you remember from theyou remember from the

presentations and activities on thepresentations and activities on the
topic of green schoolstopic of green schools

they are just prepared with
big attention

1. People in Barcelona face the problem of
creating too much waste

2. The city council is doing everything it can
to solve environmental problems

using glass bottles
switch off taps while not

using

the car-free day event of the
polish people,planting the ico-

ego tree in greece

The presentation of the Polonian group

We did projects related to
recycling and planting trees.

The videos that create the elegetions and
the corporation among them.

It works as well as non-renewable sources of energy.
Our Little steps contribute to a significant change.

Plastic recycling is very important. In addition,
we need to be very careful about the use of

water.

Wind tribunes
and sun

Two aspects that I remember from the
presentations and activities on the topic of
renewable energies are the videos that we

made with the international groups and the
presentations of each delegation.

cleaning beaches,
planting trees

Mixed group and fun



student’s presentations, the videos
the groups make

There is a need for more public transportation since there is a lot of traffic
which causes emissions of CO2. There is a lot of trash being generated by

the citizens so reusable materials should be encouraged

everbody's presentation was great.

1. Turning off the tap while washing teeth could
save 15l of water

2. There is a project connecting a few schools in
Barcelona, and encouraging every school to

becoming more and more green

The green schools activity focused on how to reduce waste.
The students spoke about saving water by installing taps
that close in the bathrooms and using reusable bottles.

more and more schools care about sorting
waste; they educate students to be

responsible citizens

The videos we create with the groups we were with2.
The activities we did at the first day, when we met each other

 When we watched the presentations about what others
schools do to make them more environmentally friendly.

1.
2.
3.

The inspiring videos made by the mixed groups and the presentation of Poland
which tries to be green in multiple ways.

the videos and we talk
only with the children

checking the water
quality, ecological

contest



I like the idea to present videos, the
involvement of the students

Drinking fountain,
reduce the use of paper

My favourite part was the making of
the video, but I fondly remember
the speech of the special guest.

a pomegranate tree was planted in Sifnos and the school yard was
revived;

a clothes swap was organised in Barcelona to focus on zero-waste
lifestyle, clay pots were created

Checking water quality in
Greece

Bear attacks in Romania
(very dramatic)

recycling and avoiding
waste are important for

a greener school

Solar panels,
green areas.

I remember we made the videos and
planted the tree.

reducing waste,
plant trees

beach
cleaning

The special programs
implemented by the local

administration in order to create
more green spaces;

Recycling bins and
water fountains

The use of drinking
fountains and the

gardening

I think recycling is very important but also we
have to be careful with the pollution of the air



Mention two things you found out about
Spain / Barcelona

catalunya

1. It has a huge subway 😅
2. The streets create rectangular shapes

3. Tiles on the pavement are characteristic for
Barcelona

ıt was a well planned city
worth to see cause of Gaudi

The fact that the Sagrada Familia has been
built for 150 years. that floral patterns on the

sidewalk have meaning in the past.

La sagrada familia

sagrada familia and sant pau hospital

That Barcelona is a bilingual city
and Gaudí is the most important

architectur of Spain.

There is an really high number of people
who consider themselves as a Catalan,

the urban life last 24/7.

very clean, full of green

who was Saint George and Sagrada Familia

Sau Paolo used to be a hospital for
the poor. Saint George plays a big

part in catalan culture
My favourite moment first day.there

will always be a place for me.

1. There are trees and other plats patterns in
Sagrada familia that are not visible at the first

sight
2. The paella is originally from Valencia



Barcelona is an international city stuck in an autonomous region
and the mix of culture, language, and people is very beautiful and

impressive. However It is sad that Spanish is spoken in public
more than Catalan and that many workers and immigrants don't

learn Catalan.

Sant pau hospital and gaudi's buildings

In Barcelona I found out a lot of things about
many historical buildings and Gaudí's life.

Barcelonians feel very strongly about being
Catalans; they have great cuisine

That their pavements were really large and the
architecture was very interesting.

The fact that it has Roman ruins
The Crema Catalana dessert (yamie)

it has access to the see and mountain, superblocks

most of the people couldnt speak english
Lively people and city

It's really clean, with beautiful scenery and places
to visit and people use the bicycle a lot

In Barcelona they speak Catalan, which is a bit different
from Spanish and there are a lot of great old buildings.

Patatas bravas, paella, fideua and gazpacho were
discovered by me ;)

The construction of Sagrada Familia started in 1882
and the church is still being built



La sagrada familia, park guell Gaudí and the food

civil war, monarchy

Barcelona hosted expo and olimpics games and lot
of buildings has been built for that occasion

Beautiful city and nice people

 
I actually found out a lot about lifestyle, architecture,
history and traditions (Saint Jordi for example), and I

discovered some local foods (Paella was really good), and
local drinks too (Aquarius is amazing!)

 
it was once part of the Roman Empire,
Olympic Games held in Barcelona in ‘92

It is the capital of Catalunya

They eat big dinners, there's a lot
of trees in the city

I found out La Sagrada Familia has trees as a foundation.
Also, I was really impressed of the history of the City Hall.

 
there are many buildings

belonging to Gaudi and they also
speak catalan in spain

I found out that Barcelona is
an antique city and has a lot

of stores from the past

 
Saint Eulalia is the patron saint of

Barcelona and Saint George is the patron
saint of Catalunya



Exemplify two events/aspects/things/highlightsExemplify two events/aspects/things/highlights
you experienced during your stay that have hadyou experienced during your stay that have had

a major impact on you.a major impact on you.

The explanations made by the students who
guided us, the melting pot of all the students

The friendship that we established with the
spanish guys and the cultural differenses

among the different countries

the sightseeing

Hearing about reduce and recycle
makes me wanna act better

The farewell party and the warming welcome
we were given by the spanish students

International evening and visit
to the Sagrada Familia

All the places were beautiful but for me the highlight was a walk in Parc Guell;
the time after the activities spent with other teachers

Wishing goodbye to all the other students was way
more emotional than i had thought and it changed the
way i look at people. The international night was a lot

of fun, trying new things from different cultures



What affected me a lot was all the activities we did for the green schools and
how they changed the way I thought about this topic for the better.

meeting with students, different cultures

1. The interior of Sagrada familia was breathtaking because of
light changes during the day

2. Spanish people, atmosphere and attitude is so great. People
are open, outgoing, fun and always helpful.

farewell dinner, montjuic trip
Parties

I loved how nice and open people were, the dinners together and casual
talks, the idea of students doing the tours

everything all amazement.
Visits to Sagrada Familia and museums

International dinner, trip to the Park Guell.

I discovered a culture that was completely new to me, while wandering the streets, eating the
delicious dishes, talking to the people, I could say I fell in love with Barcelona.

being united of students in a short time
collabaratıon and quıck warming of pupils

I get to know amazing people and friends for
lifetime, I've seen a lot of beautiful places

The visit to Sagrada Familia.
The inspiring videos made by the mixed groups.

The corporation among the colleges
and the positive aspects

all the projects and communication we have with
other students, the visits in the city



sagra da familia trip and farewell night

All the events fore me were amazing but the top 2 events were the
international evening and the last night at the school.

I think it is beautiful how the different groups come together, share their
cultures and interests, and work together in such a fun and easygoing

way. These projects show how people from different backgrounds can not
only get along but also work together to make the world a better place.

The walking tours and the visit to Sagrada Familia

International night, the visit to the hospital

sagrada familia, montjuic

The art museum was spectacular and the international night
was a very beautiful event that I will never forget

Guell park and anti craft plane mountain

1. Eating out together and teaching each others our languages
2. Visiting picasso museum

3. Trying paella and other local foods
4. Visiting Parc de la ciutadella

Two things that had a major impact on me was the acquaintance with everyone because
it made me more extrovert and the things learned about reduse and green schools.



Mention a difficulty you encountered during your
stay and how you solved it.

solutionproblem

It was difficult to hang out in such a big group We had to split and choose 
who we want to meet with

foods  we solved by going to a fast food restaurant

We couldn't find the hotel when we first arrived.  we asked someone

Lack of courage to talk to the people I just overcame it.

on tuesday it was a little tiring day when i come back to the hotel i just fall asleep

the farewell when we all started crying and
hugging each other. 

I didn't solve it yet, but it's hard to get
over these beautiful memories

At first it was difficult talking to the other students  because we were given a topic to talk about we got
more warm with each other and the conversation

started flowing with no problem

I wasn't able to connect my phone to hotel WiFi
because instructions were written in Catalan 

I asked receptionist to help me

Sometimes it is difficult to work
together as professors 

 hopefully with better communication future
issues will be avoided.

I didn't like the taste of the water and the blankets
were too thin

A difficulty that I encountered during my stay was when
we filmed the videos because it was a little awkward

 in the next days everything was fine

Some of the Spanish people couldn’t understand
english so we couldn’t communicate with them.

Too much walking up and down the hills.
My feet really hurt.

Too much walking up and down the
hills. My feet really hurt.

language barrier not thinking so much obout the way I talk



I did not encounter any difficulties

I hadn't had a difficulty

Nothing serious happend

just so much tiring

l meet a lot of peoples

Lost luggage we couldn't do anything special just wait

No difficulties at all :)

One difficulty was that we walked too many hours.

The luggage that didn't arrive  the hosts gave us some clothes

our luggage arrived later we bought and borrow some clothes

Unfortunately our luggages hasn't arrived with our flight
but only four days later with another flight. 

The spanish guys helped us a lot giving
us some clothes to use meanwhile

Initially I had difficulty
communicating with other

students 

then I did a lot of friedships.

Me and my friend had received a room with
double bed, so we had to change it.

 After we change it, we had room with another double bed, but
this one was separable, so after moving really weird and nasty
lamp (that was attacking us in next nights), we separated this

bed into two beds.

not enough sleep didn’t solved it, it only got worse
but i don’t regret

Honest, I didn't encounter any difficulty.

I had no difficulty.
I did not encounter any difficulties

I didn't have any problems.



Name two people from the HOST
country (students, teachers, other)
that you found especially helpful.

Do you intend to keep in touch
with any of the participants? How?

sofia and arnau

Sofia, Mireira, Alicia, Pau

Ona, Ruben, Sofia

Arnau, Tomás,
Biel, Sofia, Clara,

Simó ❤ ❤ ❤ 

Sofia x2

Sophia, Pau

Ona, Clara

Biel and Tomas

Sofia, Ona

Sofia, Alicia, Mireia

Sofia, whom has always answered our
questions and Clara who was really

helpful and outgoing

Arnau, Sofia

Clara and Ona (students).

Ona and Valeria❤ 

Arnau, Ona

 
ONLY TWO? Ok

Arnau and Thomas

Clara, Arnau

Everybody

 
Simó

Arnau
Sofia

the English teacher with
long brown hair

sophia teacher
and andreu

tati
ruby

Sofia and Ona

Arnau, Simo.

I really liked Clara
(student) and Sofia

(teacher).

Sofia
Mira

Arnau, Clara

Sofia, Alicia but not only them...

Sophia, Alicia, guide of Kathedrik in the old
town( I don’ t remember his name)

ona, kenya, valeria

Some of the most helpful
people from the host country
was the kids that guided us to

the sights and the host teachers
who organized the meeting.

All the teachers
were helpful.

Sofia and Alisia

Sofia, Laia, clara, Ona, Cristian, and all of
the amazing professors in Spain

Sofia and Julia

Sofia, Clara

Sofia, Alicia, Pa

Yes of course, through socials

We are all keeping in touch on instagram and in particular i'm
gonna meet some spanish guys this summer

We have a group chat on Instagram, we text each
other and I hope we're going to meet someday

yes l do l can comunicesion with social media

I'd like to - online
Yes by social media

of course! via Instagram most probably

Yes, of course. We are always
in contact and maybe we will

meet this summer.

Of course :)

I do, through texting each other

Of course I do! How couldn't I?

Probably by Instagram

many of us added each other on
social media and became friends  

Yes, with the Spanish people.

In general with all the children from all the countries I
have kept in touch because we made groups on

instagram and in whats app.

Maybe when i'll come in Barcelona, i will call them

Yes, I'm in touch with a few Spanish and Romanian
students. We text each other on Instagram.

via instagram

I didnt intend

yes, through social media

yes, i'll text them on instagram

No

yes,i do. We given an instagram each other.

 
Of course. By social media

Yeah, by texting.

I already keep in touch with some of the
friends I made, through social media.

Yes, through social media such as Instagram

Yes, most of them, via social networks and
hopefully meet again in next projects.

Of course. Via email or messenger.

yes i do on instagram

Yes I keep in touch with almost all the
participants by a group chat.

yes by means of social media

Of course i intend to keep in touch with the participants
because we have exchange our social media.

Yes. Planning future activities together.

Hopefully through whatsapp and instagram I can stay
in touch with certain professors and students

Via WhatsApp, of course

Yes, by talking on
social media

I loved Elena very much and we talked a few times after she
returned to our country.



Strengths of the meeting Areas that require improvement

Nothing x

Too much plastic and other
resources were used for example

during international evening

More project activities
connected with the topic;

more occasions for the whole
team of teachers to meet

Too much walking per one day
(more transport, I guess)

A little bit better time planning (slighty
more free time and flexibility)

Number of days :DDD

Generally that we walked a lot and
maybe we would need even more
time to bond with the other kids

 
The parties should have been more

eco-friendly, they shouldn't use plates,
cubs, tablecloths one-time used

Don't be hypocritical

integration with everyone

more interactions with
host students

hospitality,kind of
manners to be tolerant

Everything

The active participation of students

Organization, meals, host guys

We got to know Barcelona really well, we
made new connections and it was just the

most incredible experience of my life. I wish I
could take part in something like that again

and meet my new friends. I was talking in
English so much that I even started thinking

in English and that's good! 😅

the last day

Spanish students did a great job as our
guides; relaxed atmosphere (no pressure,

but everyhing worked out)

Participation by all, well made presentations

People and the program

Friendliness of the engaged
Spanish team, relaxed

atmosphere, good food,
beautiful sights

The speedating activity,
meals together, the party

Amazing people

Breathtaking attractions, places,
parks and monuments

Warm weather

Tasty food and drinks

 
Great job by the host professors. The city was
beautiful fun and full of activities and sights.

The school was also fun and welcoming.

We got the idea

I met amazing people



Maybe less sightseeing and
more project work on the topic

of the meeting...??

The long walks were a little bit
exhausting so if they were shorter it

might be better.

More activities according to
the topic of the project.

We can do more green activities
and projects together by possibly
joining existing initiatives to work
on in our home countries and also
help with existing projects while
visiting cities like Barcelona. For

example we could help out at
neighborhood gardens or rooftop
bee hives or work on more green

school projects (as we did with the
videos) together.

Guided tours and explanations
were often hard to hear or

confusing; a not very strong
thematic component

the program was too
busy on some days

Transportation
 

We walked too much on Tuesday to
the point where the visits weren't

pleasant anymore

I think planting an ico-ego
tree is very useful.

School activities Cultural exchange

Great attitude/atmosphere/people

Days full of activities

Delicious food

improving language skills

people, food!!, beautiful location and
weather, students doing tours,

atmosphere in school, showing us

we met new people and
made new friends 

I would organize more
integrative activities

warm atmosphre and expeditıons

great people, beautiful place,
fun ecological activities

Planning/program of activities
and visits was well conducted.

 
last day

 
Some of my favorite parts of the

meeting was the speed dating activity,
the international evening and the

farewell party.

I loved all the meeting but especially
Monday and Friday because we partied

a lot and Tuesday because we get to
know each other better.

I enjoyed every moment of
these meeting.

Hiking and
dancing

 
A strong cultural component of the meeting,
friendly atmosphere, involvement of the host

teachers, involvement of other teachers
outside the project.




